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Input filter design has been an integral pad of power supply
current which can exceed the device ratings (se@?~~~hctor
devices, fuses, circuit breakers), and can serio,~$~$age
or
designs. With the advent of input filters, the designer must
destroy the semiconductor devices, burn o,u~~~$~es or false
take into consideration how to control the high inrush current
due to rapid rise of voltage during the initial application of
trigger the circuit breakers. The high rat~,4Y~l~.&f the voltage
and fast rise of the current may activat~OM&&&ircuitrythat
are
power to the power supply. Depending on the input bus
,~s-..
,*h‘*VW
voltage level and the output power required by the load, the
dv/dt and di/dt sensitive. This high ~(dt:ahd di/dt introduces
.,,,,.
ji
s.:, ,~.~
unwanted EMI noise.
supply designer must also design the inductor (if used) to
It is clear that a new metho~,oq$$f controlling dv/dt without
support the DC current without saturating the core. The
inductor andcapacitorisdesigned tomeet EMlrequirements.
affecting the inductor size$~@Wer supply efficiency needs
.,,~~
,},!
!,~.
\,.*
Limiting initial inrush current with an inductor can become very
to be found.
.:.~+,;,.
,.*$.
.,,\..*,a\?.F:,!.
,,.;,,
.*,,,.,
:,?,,
~
.
large in size and weight, and in most cases size and weight is
TECHNIQUES
VARIOUS ,,,l~Rtis~~lMITING
a crucial requirement to the design.
;,;.......
In this section, a review of various active and passive
Traditionall~@ti$Mrush current limiting is done by using a
methods of inrush limiting techniques are presented. It is
large overs~e~~fitiuctor, or resistors in seties with the
shown that anew and innovative method an be applied using
capacit~~$!we
techniques do not optimally utilize the
a single MOSFET and a minimal number of components in
surfa$e d%, weight and power dissipation. In applications
many of the circuits requiring dv/dt control in order to limit the
whA.,large DC current is required at the input of the power
high current spikes. Its design methods and simple yet
,$%~t~he inductor not only has to be designed for low EMI,
effective equations are also presented. A variety of
+ &t..* needs
to be desianed
to meet value.
DC current ca~abilitv
applications
of this dv/dt controi CirCUit into other areas
are .%$~~~]{hout
degrading
the- inductance
Reduc~on in
proposed. The simplicity and the advantage of this technique,
“~: inductance will mean that the EMI noise attenuation capability
as opposed to other techniques, is shown give$ its$
is reduced. Therefore, the design of inductance becomes ve~
effectiveness in different applications requiring dv/dt *rot.
large because with an increase in operating current, the core
The new inrush limiting is beneficial because dv/&&o’~ol
becomes larger. If a series resistor is used, unnecessary
reduces the EMI due to current and voltage s~Jk~&$~#:%
the
power is lost because of 12xR.This in turn degrades the power
lifetime of capacitors and the semicon~w~$~devices
supply efficiency. In order to overcome the power dissipation
surrounding the circuitry is increased. Thiqj~*~@e
will also
of the series resistor, many designers incorporate a parallel
increase the reliability of the devices and ~“~~pacitors. And
switch with a resistor (semiconductor devices or relays).
because of its minimal parts countk:$~$+,$$slgnis
very cost
r
Depending on the operating current, the relay can become
effective.
~<+ $$
excessively large and heavy. In addition, control circuit must
,~b
.....
.‘$.::l’,~t:”~
....,-/
be implemented in order to control the turn–on and turn~ff of
lNTRODti.C~30N
‘*+R<:
~
,,,.~-~~”
~~
.~’~
$,)k,
the relay. In the cases where semiconductors are used, such
In power supply desi~ns~~~hput filter design is an integral
as an SCR, the device can become very bulky and dissipative.
This application also requires unique control circuitry in order
part of the design .,#fiJimost designs input filter designs
to control the SCR turn-n and turn+ff.
incorporate both aq$,~@@ors and capacitors. The inductor
end capacitors ~-~~
Nehave in such way as to provide EMI
Another method of inrush current limiting is done using an
reduction and-${p~desupply hold-up requirement in case of
NTC thermistor. This device has a negative temperature
shoti du,r,~%%~~~edropout. This requirement along with
coefficient and its resistance decreases as current is passed
derating$f t~tapacitors for temperature variations results in
through the device (current flow increases the temperature of
havi@%$&%$large filter capacitors.
the device and decreases the resistance) [2]. The drawback
w~~tinovations
in technology, the process for
of this device is that it requires a “cool of~ time after the power
is removed in order to reset to high resistive mode. Depending
@$Uf4cturing capacitors allows for very low equivalent
seks resistance (ESR), and thus they behave like nearly
on the power rating of these devices, its physical size
perfect short circuits during initial power application to the
becomes significant. The “cool OWtime can be overcome by
power supply [1]. The initial power applied to the power supply
using an active device along with the NTC device. But this
posses a very high dv/dt. This high dv/dt interacting with the
defeats the purpose of using the NTC device in the first place;
filter capacitors will introduce short+ uration of high peak
that is, the simplicity of application and minimal patis count.
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MOSFET Switching Characteristics
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MOSFETS are charge controlled devices and can be
represented with the simplified equivalent circuit shown in
Figure 4. The gat~source
capacitance (Cgs) is lar9elY
dependent
on
gatmxide
and
source-metallization
capacitance and can be measured and considered constant.
Gat~rain
capacitance (Cgd) consists of the gattirain
overlap oxide capacitance and gat~rain
overlap depletion
capacitance. This capacitance Is nonlinear due to its voltage
dependency.
Drain-source
capacitance
is the deple/ion
capacitance of the drain-source
junction. The f~{@~g
expressions can be obtained from the circuit ,f*Q%’ “~n
Figure 4.
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Figure 2, Passive and Active
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Ciss = Cgs + Cgd; Cds shorted

(1)

Crss = Cgd,

(2)

COSS= cds + -;
Cgs + Cgd

Cgs shorted

(3)

= cd~ + Cgd

.1,.,,>

i ~,;

lNTRO@~~J8N
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TO ACTIVE CURRENT LIMITER

in [@~oW&dium power levels which require a few hundred
vQ@’{&~~~6cWng capability, MOSFETS are an ideal devices
b*&’
they possess the following characteristics: 1) fast
swif5hing time due to majority carrier devices, 3) lower
switching loss due to fast flse and fall times, 2) simple gate
drive, 3) and low RDS(on) which helps to increase the efficiency
by decreasing the voltage drop across the device during
steady state conduction. Because the active current limiting is
done by using MOSFET devices, it is essential that one
comprehends the switching characteristics of the devices. By
understanding
the switching characteristics,
the design
engineer will be better equipped to use the proposed circuit

The expressions shown in equations 1 through 3 are
parameters that are available from the MOSFET data sheets
and curves provided therein. Capacitance Ciss is equivalent
input capacitance, Grss is the reverse transfer capacitance,
and Coss is the equivalent output capacitance. How fast the
capacitance is charged and discharged determines how fast
(here the load effect on
the device will turn+n or turn-ff
switching of the device is not considered). The most effective
way of obtaining and controlling the switching mechanism of
the MOSFET is by using the gat~harge
transfer curves as
provided by the vendors.

—

without any ambiguity.
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Figure 5 shows the turn+n gat=harge
transfer curve.
This curve contains all the necessary information for
controlling the turn+n switching of the device. Region 1 is a
pr+threshold region and the constant current is used to
charge the input capacitance Ciss. During this period, we can
ignore the gattirain
capacitance because it is much smaller
than the gat~source capacitance and VGS rises to device
threshold voltage Vth at a linear slope. When VGS has reached
the Vth, the drain current rises to its steady+tate drain current
during the region. In region 2, the drain-source voltage statis
its transition and the gat=harge transfer curve statis to level
Oti.
The slope of the drain-source voltage is much higher in
Capacitance
Cgd is stilt
region 2 because the gatdrain
relatively small and this small capacitance can be discharged
at a faster rate with the given gate current. As the voltage
across the drain+ ate is reduced even more, the dramatic
increase in Cgd is observed, and it is this large capacitance
which will dominate the input capacitance, and all of the gate
current is used to discharge Cgd, During this flat level (region
3), VGS remains constant, VDS decreases to its saturation
voltage, and Vsat, and the VGS will again rise to its applied gate
voltage value. Further increase in VGS has no effect on the
drain-source voltage and drain current.

v
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“%~~~The external ca~acitance acts as an integrator and is used
“$!to accurately determine the switching characteristics of the
MOSFET. Its simple expressions allow us to disregard much
of the nonlinear capacitive effects of Cgd because the
capacitance, Cgd’, along with the gate drive dominates the
drain–source voltage transition. The ability to control the
constant linear slope of the drain voltage transition allows
accurate control of the inrush current to the capacitive load.
This is possible because the current flowing through the
capacitor is dependent upon the transition of the Voltage:

ic=cti.
dt

In observing the g~,~an$ercuwe,
it is seen that the VDS
transition is determKe6,,#’ting region 2 and region 3 of the
curve. If the dr4ti*rce
voltage transition is contained in
region 3, i~,‘%?@ossible to fix and control the time
rat-f~l~n@&
the drain-source voltage, dVDS/dt, very
accurate~. Ttieabilityforcontrol of region 3 will allow complete
con@~~j~~#dVDS/dt independent of load condition. It is this
a~~t$control
dVDS/dt which will allow control of the inrush
cq:ge~ to the capacitive load or resistive load.
‘$:.
Proposed MOSFET Switch
In order to insure that the voltage transition is linear
throughout region 3, an external capacitor can be added to the
gat~rain connection, Cgd’. Ifthis capacitance is much larger

MOTOROLA
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Derivation of the Design Equations for dv/dt
Control Circuit
Figure 7 is a circuit used to control the dv/dt of the MOSFET
during its switching cycle. RG is a series gate resistor (which
is large in value), and RGD is a small resistor added in seties
with Cgd’ to damp out any unwanted high frequency
oscillations (this resistor must be much smaller in value than
RG: RG>>RGD. The Iargevalue of RG controls the charge rate
of the Cgd’). The control of the dv/dt is dependent upon the
load type and is a function of gate voltage, RG, VDD, external
feedback capacitance, Cgd’ and drain current of the device.
The diode, Dg, is placed in parallel with the RGto provide faster
turn-off process, and can be taken out if slow turn+ff is of no
concern.
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Figure 7. dv/dt Control Circuit

Figure 8 is a switching characteristic of dv/dt control circuit
of Figure 7, and this curve will be analyzed to derive all of the
design equations for the dv/dt circuit.
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Turn+n delay is dq~<~~~ the time required to charge the
gat-source
to th~qsho~ voltage, Vth. The time delay can be
found by using M<${Mowing
equation:
. .,.,..,,

I*I3
II
dldrain
— dt

= 9fm.

dVGS
~

(1o)

Where dVG#dt is a representation of the slope for regions
1 and 2, and gfm is the transconductance to support the drain
current idrain. During this time the drain voltage is nearly
constant.

II
Region 3

Region 1

““;$i.<},:
,,::,
.i;$i,
,,,.
l~j;
.

During this;i~~od,
the gate voltage is charging the
equivale@r’~&pt’ capacitance which is dominated by the
feed@~c@@acitance,
Cgd’, expressed in equation 4. This
con~~&~3apacitance
~~,,prce
T?:
-,!
,,

4

gives constant

linear slope, and the

voltage wiil rise exponentially:
VGS = VGG [1 - e-[V(RG(Cgs+Cgd’)]]

In region 3, the transition of the drain–source voltage occurs
from its bloc~ng voltage to its saturation voltage once the drain
current has reached its maximum load current, and the
gat~source voltage remains at plateau voltage Vplt. Note the
difference between Figure 5 and Figure 8. In Figure 8, the
transition of drain–source voltage extends linearly until the
end of region 3. The switching is completed when the
drain-source voltage VDS has switched to 10YO.Since the
drain current is constant during this region, the gat~source
voltage (the plateau voltage, Vplt) must be:

Iinrush
Vplt = Vth + gfm(max)

(11)

(8)
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Region 4
In region 4, theVDS has reached its VsatandVGS continues
to increase to its gate voltage, VGG.

This plateau voltage can be found by using a transfer curve
provided by the vendors (see Figure 9).
40

—

dv/dt Design Steps
The following steps are given in order to simplify some of the
equations, and to simplify design procedures.

35

1. Use equation 7 to find the time required to meet$:he
‘*{,3,
inrush requirement:
eg:.:\.*:<2~,

to
2. Find the gat~source plateau voltag@’~&~equired
supply the load current (equatio~~~~~l),~e the device
transfer curve to find the platea~,.vo%abe if the data is

5
0

2 2.5 3 3.5 4 4.5 5 5.5 6 6.5 7 7.5 8
VGS,GATE-TMOURCE
VOLTAGE
(VOLTS)

8,5

Figure 9. MOSFET Transfer Characteristics

~’~.~?,t.>

3. Choose Cgd’base$~~a~Owin9 condition: Cgd’ >> Cgs +
Cgd (the valu~W,Cgsand Cgd is obtained usin9 the data
sheet cu~~~{?
~<, ,
4. Find ~@’.&WFcurrent required using equation 13 (the
fe~db%~~ capacitance
Cgd’ is chosen based on
W1%bilitv):

The constant Vplt allows the input current to flowthroughthe
feedback capacitance, Cgd’, and its current is expressed as:
Ig=

(VGG -V Id
~G p .

(12)

But since the gate current is equal to the current flowing
through feedback capacitance, C d’, we can rewrite the above
equation as a function of Cgd’, + DS, Vplt, and time, d~
Given:

(18)

Igd= Ig,

“E.

Use equation 12 to find the series gate resistance:
~G = (VGG - Vplt)

(19)

lgd
6. Choose RGD: RG >> RGD.
dvldt Design Example. Figure 10 is a test circuit which have
been incorporated to test the effectiveness of the circuit.
Following parameters were used:
Cg~ = 2000 pF
VDD = 28 Vdc
Cfilter = 200 WF
Iinrush = 2 Apk
VG~=12V
Vth = 2.7 V
9fm(max) =2.5 S
cl~~d

+7
L
Cgd
RG

1

1

~

—
—

h

“GG L

=
+

MOTOROLA

Figure 10. dv/dt Control Test Circuit
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Step 1
Using the expression i = C(dv/dt), the transition time for VDS
is found:
VDD
dt = Cfilter. G

= 200 pF ~

WheretVgs is the time required for VGSto reach a value that
will suppoti the inrush current obtained by equation 17, and
Iinrush is the maximum inrush current flowing through the
MOSFET.

—

(20)

= 2.8 ms

VOLTAGE
Step 2
During the VDS transition, VGS is constant and equation 11
is used to find the Vplt for desired peak drain current (use the
transfer cuwe if available).
Vplt= Vth+

lin~ush

2
— = 3.5 v.
9fm(max) = 2.7+ 2.5

(21)

Step 3
Satisfying the condition cgd’>~gs+c~d,
0.1 PF was
arbitrarily chosen. We can either choose initial value of RG or
Cgd’, and design for the unknown. But in most cases, different
values of resistor ISeasier to obtain than the capacitors. So for
this design example, Cgd’ was chosen.
Step 4
Use equation 14 to find required gate current
Igd= Cgd’ ~

“O.l

28
—.lmA.
UF 2.8
ms

(22)

Step 5
Using the calculated values from 21 and 22, series gate
resistor is calculated:
~G = (VGG - VGS) = (12-3.5)
lmA
lgd

~85kQ
.

.

,,~&{~te of change of drain current is a design requirement.
@s~ r~sult, we can find the minimum time required for
‘+.k&@$&sourcevoltage to reach the value to support the initial
‘~$?brush current:
(23) 6 “:
vpl~
,,*,, *:?,+
(26)
tVgs(min) = (dlinrush / dt) “

—

Step 6
The damping resistor can
following condition is meti

Using the minimum time required, the following must be
satisfied:
-tvgs(min)

RG >> RGD,

RG .(Cgs+ Cgd’)>

Let RGD = 100 Q.

Vplt
VGG

,n ,
,!,

.l+,,

\

\?i

$?
.‘$.
....,,.$:;,.
..<*,:.,.
di/dt Design
+,*:~,.
In some cases the initial rg$g~~,f~aof the drain current must
be limited to some fixed~~ra~$.’The current slope limiting
reduces transients ~:oci~~d
with L(di/dt) due to stray
inductances. This W;k&s!ope limiting reduces the problem
of loading of the !w$~~fi
~..\~t<t$ can cause a temporary line dropout
,,*I.>:
$!.
[3].
‘:\?r.>,
,\,>,
We can ~~mthe from the Figure 11 that time for VGS to
reach a @~@’~ level given by equation 11 must be greater
than$*#@
of delay time, td, and the time required for
draF~,&ent to reach steady state value:
(24)

6

-

.

(27)

If the above expression is not satisfied, then one of the
parameters (RG or Cgd’) must be changed to satisfy the
equation.
di/dt Design Example. For the same circuit used for dv/dt
control, the following current requirement must be met:
dldrain
T=

2A
loo~

.

(28)

Step 1
The minimum time required is:
3.5
tvgs(min) =(2N100 P) =175p.

(29)

MOTOROLA
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Step 2
Once total time required is calculated, the time constant can
be checked (the effect will be discarded):
—

—

(30)
RG. (Cgs + Cgd’) = 8.5K. (2000 PF + 0.1 kF) = 867 W.
-tvg~(min)
and,
,“ ,

-175 ~

=

Vplt
VGG

= 507 ~,

(31)

507 ~.

(32)

In 1-;

Thus
RG. (Cg~ + Cgd’)2

‘Wgs(min)

= 867@>

In 1–$

The condition is satisfied and nothing needs to be changed.
RG (OrCgd’)
If equation 32 was not satisfied, adifferentvalueof
can be chosen.

CONCLUSION
It is shown in this section that by using a low RDS(on)

MOSFET in current limiting, the shortcomings due to passive
methods can be overcome.

active dv/dt and di/dt control is useful due to the simple gate
drive requirements and low RDS(on). With just a single
MOSFET and its corresponding components, dvldt and di/dt
transition can be accurately controlled. This control circuit
results in precise control of inrush current magnitude, and
reduces much of high frequency noise associated with high
voltage and current transitions. Not only is the circuit precise,
but it also reduces weight and surface area as opposed to
bulky inductors.
The simple and yet effective equations have bee~~~~~~ed
for dv/dt and di/dt control circuit. These simple e~&atJQ*s with
appropriate components can overcome eve$~~~.~~~ of the
most stringent inrush current limiting req~~~:~,q~?s without
sacrificing weight and area. The follo$n’&P~~@ the design
objectives which have been discussed?~~~’, ~?’
~.,{<:.’’:t)+.,),,i,i
,. ~.i?\hl
1. Add a feedback capacitance,~g~$~~
egate the nonlinear
voltage dependent capaci@~$Qd.’
met: Cgd’>>Cgs+Cgd
2. The following requirerng~ws?be
(maximum Cgd cana,~,~b~~fied from the vendor data).
3. Unearize the ra~~~~~~;~%nge of drain source voltage
during all of the a~ye tegion (region 3).
4. Control dV~~l@$by controlling the charge rate of Cgd’.
5. Fix the $@~~~a~e by controlling the charging current.
6. Gate QU~&ri&G, is fixed during active region by choosing

Using a MOSFET device in an

—
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APPLICATIONS USING DV/DT CONTROL CIRCUIT
INTRODUCTION
The active dv/dt circuit is applicable to many applications
which require slow ramp up of voltage across the load or
current through the load. Detailed analysis was done in
previous section of the paper which showed all of the required
design equations. Using these same equations, and with
slight modifications, dv/dt circuit can be implemented to
numerous applications. In this section some examples will be
shown and discussed where it is appropriate.
Series Pass Switch
There are requirements where the power to the load must
be switched on at a controlled rate either 1) due to inrush
current requirement to capacitive load or 2) due to power
source @pe (batteries). Using a MOSFET to switch on the
power to the load allows the flexibility of accurately controlling
the dv/dt and di/dt to the load. Using a controlled rampup of
power to the load also relaxes some of the load transient
requirements for primary power source (DC-DC SMPS).
The following examples are circuits used for switching
power to the load. The examples are given to show how the
different device types can be implemented in a switching load
application using the dv/dt concepts discussed previously.
The same design steps can be followed as in previous
sections. But for simplicity, all the steps will be rewritten for the
convenience of the reader.
PMOS Application
Given: output voltage transition time dt,
output voltage, Vout
gate voltage, VGG
gate drain capacitance, Cgd’
gat+source plateau voltage, Vplt

—

,., .,,,

~::r,:!:$,,.,~r
,

Figure 2, PMOS S,~R~~ti~ Transitions
.!:2
~~ .,) ~i
, ‘Y<*
,;‘ ,
NMOS Application
.@~>”When NMOS is ~.ed @Ffitch the power to the load, the
gatevoltage
ofth~~&,G~ is constantly increasing nonlinearly
due to the o@$~Wltage
level shifting the gat+source
voltage, V*t$~.~:Fi9ure
4).
.~,,.
,,*,,t.;~’

—

*$,3*’

I
—
IG
RG

VGG

Figure 3. NMOS Load Switch
(2)

II

o

I
I

m

I
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E
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I

II
IG

v

Figure fi. dvldt Control Circuit Used As Load Switch

8

Vout

o

—
Figure 4, Voltage TransitIons of NMOS Switch
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The gate voltage is changing at a rate:
VG = VGG (l-e-(VRGDCgd’)
—
—

)

(4)

Note that gate voltage has to be greater than the input dc
voltage; VGG > VDD. Taking this assumption we can then
linearize the gate voltage cuwe and the following design
requirements be implemented:

1. Choose Cgd’>> Cgd + Cgs
2.

Find the gate voltage at which
ramped up to its input voltage

3.

Find the total time required for gate voltage to reach VT.

the output

will have

(5)

VT= Vplt + Vout

Vout

dt

(6)

~=T’

and

t=dt

INRUSH CURRENT LIMITER FOR
DCWC CONVERTERS

VT

Figures 5a and 5b shows the dv/dt circuit used as a inrush
current limiter in a DC-DC power convetier (The operation of
the circuit is not discussed in this section, but is presented in
the following section). In Figure 5a, the MOSFET is placed in
the return path of the power supply. This will cause the SMPS
RTN path to rise to the VDD value, and then it is brought down
to ground potential at a fixed rate by the dv/dt control~cuit.
This configuration is beneficial where the RDS(Q~~~~F%he
MOSFET does not introduce an additional ESE’ td~e’ filter
.&A,
++:;~,jt,,$,?~,
capacitor,
,:* ?M:.
Figure 5b shows the dv/dt circuit plac~d{$~’}~es
with the
input filter capacitor. This configuration$~j,@e&flcial
because
ground
the MOSFET can never be shorte~a~$$i~mproper
connection, and the RDS(on) can a~~%a$andamping resistor.
.,L’,
i~> ~

(7)

—

Vout‘

where, t, is equal to time needed for gate to charge
Up tO VT.

4.

Calculate the series gate resistor using the time, t:

-t

RG==.

1

VT
In l-—

.

VGG

Choose RGD C< RG.

—
Sample Calculations:
Figure 5a. MOSFET Placed at Return Path

L
Vdc~

T

T

DC -DC

SMPS

Rch

c~h : z
DC
RTN 0
1
=75 kQ
7.7
In l-~

—

2.

Figure 5b. MOSFET Placed Series With
Filter Capacitor

Let RGD = 100

MOTOROLA
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INRUSH CONTROLLER

FOR DC LIGHT BULBS

In order to prolong the lifetime of incandescent lamps, the
inrush current must be controlled (it can be any light emitting
device). If many light bulbs are paralleled, the peak current to
the load must be controlled because it may exceed the fuse or
circuit breaker rating. By using the dv/dt controlled circuit, the

inrush current can be controlled accurately. Initially the light
bulb has very low cold resistance, but once the current is
conducting the filament warms up and its resistance increases
accordingly. The dv/dt control circuit is used so that the voltage
across the lamp will increase very slowly, and this slow rise of
the voltage will allow the lamp to heat up before the full supply
voltage is across the lamp.

—

‘DDa
Rch

c~h= z
DC
RTN0

Figure 6. Inrush Limiter for Incandescent Light Bulbs

—
—

—
—
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AVOIDING FALSE TURN4N
DUE TO STATIC DV/DT FOR MOSFET–BASED
ACTIVE INRUSH CURRENT LIMITER
—
—

Figure 1 is a active inrush current limiter incorporated into
DC-DC power converter. Initially the NMOS switch is turned
off until the dc bus voltage VDD is applied. In many
applications, the input voltage VDD is switched, The rate of rise
of the supply voltage is a function of the switch speed and the
parasitic components within the circuit. When VDD is fully
applied to the circuit, the drain of the MOSFET will see all of the
applied voltage because of its high impedance during its off
state. When high dv/dt is applied to the drain of the MOSFET,
the voltage transient can be fed back to the gate via drainflate
feedback capacitance. Ifthere is enough charge present in the
gate, the switch will turn on and the dv/dt control will be lost.
The magnitude of the gat~source voltage will depend upon
the gateimpedance of the device.

‘DD~

We will assume the worst case (step function). When VDD
is applied, the instantaneous gat~source voltage will charge
up to the following:
Cgd
VGS = vDD Cgs + Cgd =100

200

= 9.1 v. (1)
,!.,.
...
This voltage is high enough to turn the device fu&$* and
cause a large inrush current to flow through ~~+~$~t filter
capacitance. In Figure 1 the capacitance ~~+J@%eded in
order to keep the VGS at a level below th$t~g~~hold voltage,
and keep the device off during step v,~&~&J#plication.
Figure 3 shows the represent~~~~~o$,the time varying
voltage and current waveforms fq~,h~$’f~uit shown in Figure
1. During the initial application ~ th~vbltage, the gate voltage
will try to ramp up because p@*$dv/dt seen via the feedback
capacitance Cgd’, but a$~$dx,as the gat+source voltage is
high enough to turn th@~~fl&Dg on, it causes all of the charge
to be transferred t~-~~ance
Cch. The voltage across the
charge capacit~~$e ~~, is determined by the voltage division
between Ccti\#:*Cgd’.
This voltage across the charge
capacitan@*f~,#@ ressed as:
200 + 2000

(2)
,.~w~k~~bcapacitance Cch must be large enough in order to

where VDG is a junction potential of the diode Dg.
Initially, the current flowing through the RGD, and C9d’ is:
.:J

>~,<.

VDD
io=—
RGD ‘

,\

Figure 2 is a equivalent circuit for MQ:W~#~owing
the
how much
internal parasitic capacitance. In ordq ~:~bw
@rTng initial voltage
impact the parasitic capacitance ~
applied to the drain of the de~”~, ~~~sider the following
‘:!;$,,..,..
example.
~$.yr’,:.
p.
,\.:,.:i:’
,** ‘::$
)

(4)

and this current decays exponentially at a rate:
icgd’ = iRgd = ioe -ti(RGD.Cgd’)

(5)

VD’

I

I

---

VGs=VchtVDG

J ------------*
VCh=VD’ A
Cgdt Cch

i.

—

Js

—

Figure 2. MOSFET Equivalent Circuit
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During the step voltage application, the voltage across Cch
is set at
Vch = Vthmin - VDG = Vthmin -1.

(6)

This is to insure that the MOSFET does not turn on during
the initial VDD application.
In Figure 3, it is shown that the initial current during the step
function is determined by the RGD and VDD. This current than
decays at some exponential rate. In order for the VGS not to
overshoot, thetimedelaymust be provided by the RchCch time
constant such that the gat+source voltage must not rise to
Vplateau before the current has decayed to near zero. IfVGS
has reached plateau voltage Vplt, before the current has
decayed to zero, a overshoot will be observed at the gate and
the device will turn on rapidly for a shoti duration and may
cause excessive inrush current to flow through the input filter
capacitor, Cfiltep
Operation of Charge Control Circuit
Figure 1 is an equivalent circuit for an inrush current limiter.
When VDD is applied, the charge capacitance maintains the
VGS to a safe level so that the MOSFET does not turn-n. The
capacitance Cch is then charged at a rate dependent on
(Rch.Cch) timeCOnStant, and VGSchargesatthe same rate (at
diode drop greater) until it reaches a voltage to support the
inrush current. The drain voltage decreases at a linear slope
which is determined by the (RG.cgd’) time constant. This slope
then determines the maximum magnitude of the inrush current

Design Equations
The total decay time required for the initial current is found
by taking equation 5 and solving for time, h
ICgd’
~

belay = RGD” Cgd’. abs In

*

(7)

where icgd’ is the current through the feedback capacitance at
given time. For this purpose, the desired current level is set at
0.5% of initial current io. The time delay is than a~pressed as
a function of feedback resistor RGD, and cap%,$we Cgd’:
,,$%$
. >,.
,,
(8)
tdelay W5.3 RGD cc~~~l}~?
where the constant 5.3 is obtained b@~4.,~
* ..”*tJ...
~s?..
(9)

,.?ex*ssion:
Cch w

Cgd’.(VDD - Vch)

(11)

v~h

and charge resistance, Rch is:
1
Rch 2—
Cch “

belay
abs In 1-

(12)

(Vplt - Vch - VDG)
VDD

Design Steps for Charge Control
When designing for the Cch and RGD, following steps must
be done in order:
1. Find the voltage Vch:
(13)

Vch = Vthmin - VDG = Vthmin -1
2. Using the calculated Vch, find the capacitance Cch:
Cgd’ . (VDD - Vch)
Cch =

(14)

Vch

3. Find tdelay: tdelay = 5.3 RGD . Cgd’

(15)

Find Rch:
tdelay

1
Rch 2—
c~h “
abs In 1-

12

(16)

(Vplt - Vch - VDG)
VDD

MOTOROLA
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Design Example:
Given:

Vplt
Vthmin
VDD
VDG
Cgd’
RGD

3. Melay = 5.3 (0.01 WF. 1K) =53 w
= 3.75 v
=2V
=50V
=lV
= 0.01 pF
= 1 K.

1
4. Rch2—.
0.49 pF

53p
abs In 1-

> 3K

(3.75-l-1)
50

1. v~h=2-l=lv

2. Cch =

0.01 ~F (50 -1)
= 0.49 pF
1
,X,*.*.

:$~*#b$’
“’”’”
.\$,

?

CONCLUSION
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